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BALLARAT PERSPECTIVES

by Ailsa Brackley du Bois of The Editorial Suite

These character narratives project us into the future and tell hypothetical stories of
how people may use the spaces at Civic Hall Site in the year 2040.
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Age: 15
Lives: Beaufort
Occupation: High School Student
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Age: 81
Lives: Alfredton
Occupation: Retired
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My family organised a surprise party for my 80th
at Civic – They hired the upstairs foyer of the
Hall for a big birthday bash with classic views over
the City.
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They took me up there in that glass elevator.
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Retail Shops

Civic has kept me young.

ones to the Library to give them things to do
and to keep myself positive. All seven of them
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stuff.
We buy lunch wraps in the Youth Hub
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youth hub in what was once the
and mind-boggling entertainment
in the courtyard behind it. The music is a bit out

sometimes use the Indoor Skate Park
mostly just like to watch.
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Main Hall

working studio in one of the community run
creative spaces for micro-business. They used to

their ancient culture.
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Who would have predicted that?
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extension off the Fly Tower and
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friends. Everyone knows me. They have comfy
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and then we crash on the Westside Gardens
under the big trees. We roll around on the grass and
laugh and have a great time.
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in the Art House Cinema

HAN

end of the Armstrong Mall to pick up soup for

ANE

people around. This is our place!

that bus have been giving sustenance to people
25 years in Sebastapol – Amazing effort.

AXONOMETRIC VIEW

COMPONENTS
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<$43 M

Apartments
2

<$8 M

Shops &
Cafés
2

<$6 M
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Community Hub
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<$32 M
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Multi-storey
Carparking
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100 spcs
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Multi-purpose
Event Space
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Multi-purpose
Event Space +
Carparking +
Externals
<$34 M

Carparking
(Under)
380 spcs

Plaza/ Landscape
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ECONOMIC MODELLING

CONCEPT N:
CIVIC LIBRARY ON ARMSTRONG ST

Construction Cost

Output over 25 years

% of private sector

Value added over 25 years

•
option
• The concept has middle ranking on all elements of the
projects and combines private and public elements
• This concept contains the highest level of private sector
investment both in terms of a percentage of total costs and in
absolute private sector investment
• The average construction costs are slightly under average
• This concept has slightly less public and library space than
some other concepts and slightly more public space than
some others
• Relatively high levels of residential and commercial
development provide for activation opportunities
•
can be developed within the precinct

the Armstrong Street half of the site

58%
Employment (construction)

372
Net Present Value at 8% over 25 years

Employment (ongoing)

Rank 3

779

CIVIC HALL SITE

PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN PROCESS

STAGE ‘10 TO 5’ OF CONCEPT DESIGN

www.civichallsite.org

Rank 3
9.2

here studio

Creswick Road corner – the
library includes a new
entrance that activates
both Armstrong and
Market Streets.
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25 Nov 2015

MARKET STREET

1
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ADAPTIVE REUSE
The architecture and style of
past stories and enable future
and make a space deeper
and immediately meaningful
by showing layers of use
buildings could be improved
with adaptive reuse as a more
environmentally sustainable and
experientially dynamic option
for redevelopment.

INFORMAL PERFORMANCE SPACE

amphitheatre that are easily accessible when the weather
permits.
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SPACE FOR YOUTH TO PLAY AND EXERCISE
place for youth to gather and play. The removal of the CBD
skatepark could be a problem if it is not replaced with better
facilities that allow ongoing skating and cycling and this can also
encourage new activities such as parkour.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

COST PLANNING
• Concept N has an approximate total development cost of $120M - $125M

• Upper car-park rises above surrounding roofs allowing penetration of
natural ventilation and daylight.
•

•

Twin high points enhance site prominence and provide opportunity for a

2
. The
. There is also parking

2

for around 480 cars.

The adaptive reuse of the Civic Hall will entail structural alterations that will provide contiguous spaces and
removal of its stage area and construction of a new roof – this portion of the building will be subject to full
current day BCA compliance and will be designed structurally as a standalone building.

• Concept N establishes a new location for the Library functions along
Armstrong Street. This allows easy decant and relocation of the current
Library functions.

Construction of the library precinct to the North East of the site will require demolition of the existing

• This Concept consolidates Council Civic Hall and Library functions
leaving clear separation zones for future commercial development. 30% of

Subterranean car park structures will be formed by excavating down to stiff rock and then constructing
suspended slab structures on pad footings to support ground plane landscaping and activation. Planters

site.

are on Market Street.

N
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• The existing Civic Hall facades and entry points are upgraded.

hence minimise the loads carried by the slab.

taken around existing building interfaces to ensure the construction remains stable through the course of
the rebuild without the requirement for complicated temporary works.

CIVIC HALL SITE

STAGE ‘10 TO 5’ OF CONCEPT DESIGN

here studio

